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as denned by Gambetta in his Belleville programme of 1869*.
In this sense, the domestic history of the Third Republic
might be written in terms of the progressive satisfaction of the
'moderate' parties of each generation, and the consequent
relegation of each 'moderate' party in turn to the ranks of
Conservatism. The Republicans of the eighteen-seventies,
satisfied by the new parliamentary regime, became the Con-
servatives of the eighteen-eighties. The Radicals of the eight-
een-eighties, satisfied by the triumph of anti-clericalism and
anti-militarism, became the Conservatives of the early nine-
teen-hundreds. The Radical-Socialists, satisfied by the mild
social reforms of the nine teen-hundreds, joined the ranks of the
Conservatives in the post-war period. The Socialists of the
inter-war years, satisfied by the social-reform and nationaliza-
tion programme of the Provisional Government, already rank
among the moderate parliamentarians of the nineteen-forties.
The so-called sinistrisme of French politics has often been com-
mented upon, in the sense that Conservative parties adopt or
cling to Left-wing labels. It would be equally true to speak of
the dextrisme of French politics—the accumulative recruitment
of the moderates to the forces opposing still further social
change: or—while phrases are being coined—of the essential
moderisme of French politics—the invariable triumph and
satisfaction of the forces of moderation. It all depends on the
standpoint of the commentator: and all three generalizations
are equally true and equally false, being but different aspects of
the same central historical fact. The essential fact is that the
national vision has shifted its range with each generation, and
has led to a fresh alignment of political forces amid changing
circumstances.1
1 Cf. Albert Thibaudet: Les Idles Politiques de la France (1932).
M. Thibaudet analyses the six main schools of political thought—
Traditionalism, Liberalism, Industrialism, Social Catholicism,
Jacobinism and Socialism—and concludes that they form a comple-
mentary whole, une Republique platonicienne d'ldees, held together by
the comprehensive ideology of Liberalism. Andre Siegfried (Tableaux
des Partis en France^ p. 89) speaks of the toujours a gauche of French
political life—though with some scepticism.

